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What you are going to do in this hands on lab

•

Access a shared instance of ODA
Shared instances will be cleaned and reset after the lab
We’ll have a slide at the end of all the links

•

Access the hands on lab instructions

Step-by-step instructions that take you through building a digital assistant

•

Enjoy! (and feel free to ask questions at any time)

The hands on scenario

•

•

You’re part of a project team at the fictitious BigCorp, Inc. You
want to provide a digital assistant to allow employees to
perform HR-related inquiries and operations.
You'll be using a skill provided by HCM, but will make a few
customizations to it that are specific to BigCorp.
In addition, you’ll investigate the performance of your digital assistant using Oracle Digital
Assistant's Insights feature.

Links to get started
•

ODA shared instance
•
•
•

•

http://bit.ly/ODAHOLInstance2
Instructors will give you username and password
Shared instances will be cleared down at the end of the day

Hands on lab link: http://bit.ly/HOL5639
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Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

New Free Tier

Always Free
Services you can use for unlimited time

+
oracle.com/oow19freetier

30-Day Free Trial

Get $500 in free credits

Safe Harbor
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